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Abstract

opinion towards the aspect; and 4) sentiment polarity denoting the sentiment class. Given an example
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) has
sentence “The pasta is over-cooked!”, the sentibeen extensively studied in recent years, which
ment elements are “food quality”, “pasta”, “overtypically involves four fundamental sentiment
cooked”, and “negative”, respectively.
elements, including the aspect category, aspect
Due to its broad application scenarios, many reterm, opinion term, and sentiment polarity. Existing studies usually consider the detection of
search efforts have been made on ABSA to predict
partial sentiment elements, instead of predictor extract those sentiment elements (Pontiki et al.,
ing the four elements in one shot. In this work,
2014, 2015, 2016). Early studies focus on the prewe introduce the Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction of a single element such as aspect term
diction (ASQP) task, aiming to jointly detect
extraction (Liu et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018), asall sentiment elements in quads for a given
pect category detection (Zhou et al., 2015), aspect
opinionated sentence, which can reveal a more
sentiment classification based on either an aspect
comprehensive and complete aspect-level sencategory (Ruder et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2019a) or
timent structure. We further propose a novel
PARAPHRASE modeling paradigm to cast the
an aspect term (Huang and Carley, 2018). More
ASQP task to a paraphrase generation process.
recent works propose to extract multiple associated
On one hand, the generation formulation alsentiment elements at the same time (Zhang et al.,
lows solving ASQP in an end-to-end manner,
2021). For example, Chen et al. (2020) consider the
alleviating the potential error propagation in
aspect and opinion term pairwise extraction; Peng
the pipeline solution. On the other hand, the seet al. (2020) propose the aspect sentiment triplet
mantics of the sentiment elements can be fully
extraction (ASTE) task to detect the (aspect term,
exploited by learning to generate them in the
natural language form. Extensive experiments
opinion term, sentiment polarity) triplets; Wan et al.
on benchmark datasets show the superiority of
(2020) handle the target aspect sentiment detection
our proposed method and the capacity of cross(TASD) task that jointly detects the aspect category,
task transfer with the proposed unified PARA aspect term, and sentiment polarity.
PHRASE modeling framework.
Despite their popularity, these ABSA tasks only
attempt
to perform partial prediction instead of
1 Introduction
providing a complete aspect-level sentiment picAs a fine-grained opinion mining problem, aspect- ture, i.e., identifying the four sentiment elements
based sentiment analysis (ABSA) aims to anal- in one shot. To this end, we introduce the aspect
yse sentiment information at the aspect level (Liu, sentiment quad prediction (ASQP) task, aiming to
2012; Pontiki et al., 2014). Typically, four funda- predict all (aspect category, aspect term, opinion
mental sentiment elements are involved in ABSA, term, sentiment polarity) quads for a given opinionincluding 1) aspect category denoting the type of
ated sentence. This new task compensates for the
the concerned aspect; 2) aspect term which can
drawbacks of previous tasks and helps us comprebe either explicitly or implicitly mentioned in the
hensively understand user’s aspect-level opinions.
given text; 3) opinion term which describes the
To tackle ASQP, one straightforward idea is to
∗
decouple the quad prediction problem into sevWork done when Wenxuan Zhang was an intern at Alibaba. This work was supported by Alibaba Group through
eral sub-tasks and solve them in a pipeline manner.
Alibaba Research Intern Program, and a grant from the ReHowever, such multi-stage approaches would suffer
search Grant Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China (Project Codes: 14204418).
severely from error propagation because the overall
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prediction performance hinges on the accuracy of
every step (Peng et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020).
Besides, the involved sub-tasks, which are usually
formulated as either token-level or sequence-level
classification problems, underutilize the rich semantic information of the label (i.e., the meaning
of sentiment elements to be predicted) since they
treat the labels as number indices during training.
Intuitively, the aspect term “pasta” is unlikely to
be coupled with the aspect category “service general” due to the large semantic gap between them.
But such information cannot be suitably utilized in
those classification-type methods.
Inspired by recent success in formulating various NLP tasks as text generation problems (Athiwaratkun et al., 2020; Paolini et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2021), we propose to tackle ASQP in a sequenceto-sequence (S2S) manner in this paper. On one
hand, the sentiment quads can be predicted in an
end-to-end manner, alleviating the potential error
propagation in the pipeline solutions. On the other
hand, the rich label semantic information could be
fully exploited by learning to generate the sentiment elements in the natural language form.

of natural sentences, rather than directly treating
the desired sentiment quad text sequence as the
generation target (Zhang et al., 2021).
We summarize our contributions as follows: 1)
We study a new task, namely aspect sentiment quad
prediction (ASQP) in this work and introduce two
datasets with sentiment quad annotations for each
sample, aiming to analyze more comprehensive
aspect-level sentiment information. 2) We propose
to tackle ASQP as a paraphrase generation problem,
which can predict the sentiment quads in one shot
and fully utilize the semantics information of natural language labels. 3) Extensive experiments show
that the proposed PARAPHRASE modeling is effective to tackle ASQP as well as other ABSA tasks,
outperforming the previous state-of-the-art models
in all cases. 4) The experiment also suggests that
our PARAPHRASE method naturally facilitates the
knowledge transfer across related tasks with the
unified framework, which can be especially beneficial in the low-resource setting.1

2

Related Work

ABSA has been extensively studied in recent years
where the main research line is the extraction of
the sentiment elements. Early studies focus on the
prediction of a single element such as extracting
the aspect term (Liu et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2016;
Xu et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019), detecting the mentioned aspect category (Zhou et al., 2015; Bu et al.,
2021), and predicting the sentiment polarity, given
either an aspect term (Wang et al., 2016; Huang
and Carley, 2018; Zhang and Qian, 2020) or an aspect category (Ruder et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2019a).
Some works further consider the joint detection
of two sentiment elements, including the pairwise
extraction of aspect and opinion term (Wang et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020); the
prediction of aspect term and its corresponding sentiment polarity (Li et al., 2019a; He et al., 2019;
Hu et al., 2019b; Luo et al., 2019; Chen and Qian,
2020); and the co-extraction of aspect category and
sentiment polarity (Cai et al., 2020).
More recently, triplet prediction tasks are proposed in ABSA, aiming to predict the sentiment
elements in triplet format. Peng et al. (2020) propose the aspect sentiment triplet extraction (ASTE)
task, which has received lots of attention (Xu et al.,
2020; Huang et al., 2021; Mao et al., 2021; Chen

Exploiting generation modeling for the ASQP
task mainly faces two challenges: (i) how to linearize the desired sentiment information so as to
facilitate the S2S learning? (ii) how can we utilize
the pretrained models for tackling the task, which is
a common practice now for solving various ABSA
tasks (Xu et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2020)? To handle
these two challenges, we propose a novel PARA PHRASE modeling paradigm, which transforms the
ASQP task as a paraphrase generation problem
(Bhagat and Hovy, 2013). Specifically, our approach linearizes the sentiment quad into a natural language sentence as if we were paraphrasing
the input sentence and highlighting its major sentiment elements. For example, we can transform
the aforementioned sentiment quad (food quality,
pasta, over-cooked, negative) to a sentence “Food
quality is bad because pasta is over-cooked”. Such
a linearized target sequence, paired with the input
sentence “The pasta is over-cooked!” can then be
used to learn the mapping function of a generation model. We can seamlessly utilize the large
pretrained generative models such as T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) by fine-tuning with such input-target
pairs. Therefore, the rich label semantics of the
1
sentiment elements is naturally fused with the rich
Code and annotated ASQP datasets are publicly available
knowledge of the pretrained models in the form
at https://github.com/IsakZhang/ABSA-QUAD.
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3
3.1

Methodology
Problem Statement

Given a sentence x, aspect sentiment quad prediction (ASQP) aims to predict all aspect-level sentiment quadruplets {(c, a, o, p)} which corresponds
to the aspect category, aspect term, opinion term,
and sentiment polarity, respectively. The aspect
category c falls into a category set Vc ; the aspect
term a and the opinion term o are typically text
spans in the sentence x while the aspect term can
also be null if the target is not explicitly mentioned:
a ∈ Vx ∪ {∅} and o ∈ Vx where Vx denotes the
set containing all possible continuous spans of x.
The sentiment polarity p belongs to one of the sentiment class {POS, NEU, NEG} denoting the positive,
neutral, and negative sentiment respectively.
3.2

ASQP as Paraphrase Generation

Quads Q

Quad #1

c:
a:
o:
p:

Quad #2

drinks style
wine list
excellent
POS

c:
a:
o:
p:

ambience general
place
too tiny
NEG

Target y

Quad Recovery

Drinks style is great because wine list is excellent
[SSEP] ambience general is bad because place is too tiny

Drinks style

is

great

…

too

tiny

Decoder
Encoder

Input x

et al., 2021). Wan et al. (2020) introduce the target
aspect sentiment detection (TASD) task, aiming to
predict the aspect category, aspect term, and sentiment polarity simultaneously, which can handle the
case where the aspect term is implicit expressed in
the given text (treated as “null”) (Wu et al., 2021).
Built on top of those tasks, we introduce the aspect
sentiment quad prediction problem, aiming to predict the four sentiment elements in one shot, which
can provide a more detailed and comprehensive
sentiment structure for a given text.
Adopting pretrained transformer-based models
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) has become a
common practice for tackling the ABSA problem.
Especially, many ABSA tasks benefit from appropriately utilizing the pretrained models. Sun et al.
(2019) transform the aspect sentiment classification
task as a language inference problem by constructing an auxiliary sentence. Chen et al. (2021) and
Mao et al. (2021) formulate multiple ABSA tasks
as a reading comprehension task to fully utilize
the knowledge of the pre-trained model. Very recently, there are some attempts on tackling ABSA
problem in a S2S manner, either treating the class
index (Yan et al., 2021) or the desired sentiment
element sequence (Zhang et al., 2021) as the target
of the generation model. In this work, we propose
a PARAPHRASE modeling that can better utilize the
knowledge of the pre-trained model via casting the
original task to a paraphrase generation process.

ASQP
The wine list yesterday …
!
The wine list yesterday was excellent, but the place
is too tiny for me! ASQP

Figure 1: Overview of the paraphrase generation framework. The underlined task identifier in the input is only
used under the cross-task transfer setting.

tion problem and solve it in a sequence-to-sequence
manner. As depicted in Figure 1, given a sentence
x, we aim to generate a target sequence y with
an encoder-decoder model M : x → y where y
contains all the desired sentiment elements. Then
the sentiment quads Q = {(c, a, o, p)} can be recovered from y for making the prediction.
On one hand, the semantics of the sentiment elements in Q could be fully exploited by generating
them in the natural language form in y. On the
other hand, the input and target are both natural
language sentences, which can naturally utilize the
rich knowledge in the pretrained generative model.
PARAPHRASE Modeling To facilitate the S2S
learning, given the sentence label pair (x, Q), an
important component of the PARAPHRASE modeling framework is to linearize the sentiment quads Q
to a natural language sequence y for constructing
the input target pair (x, y).
Ideally, we aim to neglect unnecessary details
in the input sentence while highlight the major
sentiment elements in the target sentence during
the paraphrasing process. Based on this motivation,
we linearize a sentiment quad q = (c, a, o, p) to a
natural sentence as follows:
Pc (c) is Pp (p) because Pa (a) is Po (o).

where Pz (·) is the projection function for z ∈
We propose a PARAPHRASE modeling paradigm to
{c, a, o, p}, which maps the sentiment element z
transform the ASQP task as a paraphrase genera- from the original format to a natural language form.
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(1)

where the main idea is to transform the sentiment
label from the original class format to a natural language expression and also ensure the coherence
of the whole linearized target sequence so that
the semantics of the sentiment polarity can be exploited by the generation model. Note that the specific mapping can either be pre-defined with commonsense knowledge as in Equation 1 or datasetdependent which utilizes the most common concurring opinion term for each sentiment polarity as the
sentiment expression.
As for the aspect term, we map it to an implicit
pronoun if it is not explicitly mentioned, otherwise
we can just use the original natural language form:
(
it a = ∅
Pa (a) =
(2)
a otherwise

Target-1

Food quality is great because pasta is delicious

Input-2

Everything they serve here … was just very
disappointed, I wish they would change next time

Label-2

(c, a, o, p): (food quality, NULL, disappointed, NEG)

➯

if p = POS
if p = NEU
if p = NEG

➯



great
Pp (p) = ok


bad

The pasta yesterday was delicious!
(c, a, o, p): (food quality, pasta, delicious, POS)

➯

Target Construction for ASQP Since the aspect category c and opinion term o in each sentiment quad are already in the natural language
form, their projection functions just keep the original formats: Pc (c) = c and Po (o) = o. For the
sentiment polarity, the projection is as follows:

Input-1
Label-1

➯

By adopting suitable projection functions, a structured sentiment quad q can then be transformed to
an equivalent natural language sentence.
For the input sentence x with multiple sentiment
quads, we first linearize each quad q to a natural
sentence as described above. Then these sentences
are concatenated with a special symbol [SSEP]
to form the final target sequence y, containing all
the sentiment quads for the given sentence.

Target-2

Food quality is bad because it is disappointed

Figure 2: Two examples of the target sentence construction for the ASQP task. Better viewed in colors.

Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Given the sentence x, the encoder first transforms
it into a contextualized encoded sequence e. The
decoder then aims to model the conditional probability distribution of the target sentence y given
the encoded input representation: pθ (y|e) which is
parameterized by θ.
At the i-th time step, the decoder output y i is
computed based on both the encoded input e and
the previous outputs y <i : y i = fdec (e, y <i ) where
fdec (·) denotes the decoder computations. To obtain the probability distribution for the next token,
a softmax function is then applied:
pθ (y i+1 |e, y <i+1 ) = softmax(W T y i )

where W maps the prediction y i to a logit vector,
which can then be used to compute the probability
distribution over the whole vocabulary set.
Training With a pretrained encoder-decoder
model such as T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), we can initialize θ with the pretrained parameter weights and
further fine-tune the parameters on the input-target
pair to maximize the log-likelihood pθ (y|e):
Xn
max log pθ (y|e) =
log pθ (y i |e, y <i ) (4)
θ

This is to mimic the writing process where users
often use a pronoun such as “it” or “this” to refer
to a target that is not explicitly expressed.
After defining the specific projection functions
for each sentiment element, we can then transform
a sentiment quad to a sentence containing all the
elements in the natural language form to facilitate
the S2S learning. Two target construction examples
for the ASQP task are shown in Figure 2.

(3)

i=1

where n is the length of the target sequence y.

Inference and Quad Recovery After the training, we generate the target sequence y 0 in an autoregressive manner and select the token with the
highest probability over the vocabulary set as the
next token at each time step. Then we can recover
the predicted sentiment quads Q0 from the generations. Specifically, we first split the possible multiple quads via detecting the pre-defined separation
3.3 Sequence-to-Sequence Learning
token [SSEP]. Then for each linearized sentiment
The input-to-target generation can be modeled with
quad sequence, we extract the sentiment elements
a classical encoder-decoder model such as the
according to the modeling strategy introduced in
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Sec 3.2 and compare them with the gold sentiment
quad in Q for the evaluation. If such decoding fails,
for example, the generated sequence violates the
defined format, we treat the prediction as null.
3.4

ABSA as Paraphrase Generation

The proposed PARAPHRASE modeling in fact provides a general paradigm to tackle the ABSA problem, which transforms the sentiment element prediction to a paraphrase generation process. Therefore, it can be easily extended to handle other
ABSA tasks as well: we only need to change the
projection functions for each sentiment element to
suit the need for each task. We take the target aspect
sentiment detection (TASD) (Wan et al., 2020) and
aspect sentiment triplet extraction (ASTE) (Peng
et al., 2020) tasks as two examples here2 .
The TASD task predicts the (c, a, p) triplets
where all sentiment elements have the same condition as in the ASQP problem. Since it does not
involve the opinion term prediction, we just let
Po (o) = Pp (p) which uses a manually constructed
opinion word as the opinion expression to describe
the sentiment in the paraphrase. Other projection
functions can remain the same as in the ASQP task.
For instance, it transforms the (service general,
waiter, NEG) triplet to the target sentence “Service
general is bad because waiter is bad”.
For the ASTE task aiming to predict (a, o, p)
triplets, we map the aspect category to an implicit
pronoun such as “it” (Po (o) = it) in all cases. Besides, it ignores the implicit aspect term, which
means a ∈ Vx . We then always use the aspect term
in its original natural language form: Pa (a) = a.
Given an example triplet (Chinese food, nice, POS),
a target sentence “It is great because Chinese food
is nice” can be constructed accordingly.

#S
Train
Dev
Test

834
209
537

Rest15
#+
#0
1005
252
453

34
14
37

#-

#S

315
81
305

1264
316
544

Rest16
#+
#0
1369
341
583

62
23
40

#558
143
176

Table 1: Data statistics for the ASQP task. #S, #+, #0,
and #- denote the number of sentences, number of positive, neutral, negative quads respectively.

under the low-resource setting (i.e., the labeled data
for the concerned task is insufficient).
We investigate cross-task transfer for the concerned ASQP task, with the help of its two subtasks, including ASTE and TASD. Similar to recent works on using “prompt” as the task identifier
(Raffel et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021), we add a taskspecific text suffix (e.g., ASQP for the ASQP task
in Figure 1) to the input sentence before feeding it
to the model for specifying which task the model
should perform. Since the PARAPHRASE paradigm
provides a consistent training objective, the rich
task-specific knowledge can first be learned from
training on the TASD and ASTE tasks, and then naturally transferred to the ASQP task via fine-tuning
on the (limited) ASQP data.

4

Experimental Setup

Dataset We build the ASQP datasets based on
SemEval Shared Challenges (Pontiki et al., 2015,
2016). The annotations of the opinion term and
aspect category are derived from Peng et al. (2020)
and Wan et al. (2020) respectively. We align the
samples from these two sources and merge the annotations with the same aspect term in each sentence as the anchor. We further conduct some additional annotations:

• Sentences without explicit aspect terms are ignored in Peng et al. (2020), we add these sen3.5 Cross-task Knowledge Transfer
tences back to our ASQP datasets and manually
annotate the opinion terms for them, based on
In practice, it is usually rather difficult and expenthe given aspect category. For example, given a
sive to collect large-scale annotated data for comsentence “Everything we had was good...” with
plex ABSA problems like ASQP. Fortunately, as
implicit aspect term, we then annotate “good” as
introduced in the last section, the proposed PARA the opinion term according to the aspect category
PHRASE method tackles various ABSA tasks in a
“food quality”. The quads with implicit opinion
unified framework. This characteristic naturally enexpressions are discarded.
ables the knowledge to be easily transferred across
• For the same aspect term associated with multirelated ABSA tasks, which is especially beneficial
ple aspect categories and/or opinion terms, the
2
In fact, any ABSA task involving the prediction of one or
merging result will have more than four sentimultiple sentiment elements can be considered as a sub-task
ment elements for each quad, we then manually
of ASQP. We mainly discuss ASTE and TASD tasks in this
paper since they are more closely related.
check those cases to correct the labels to ensure
9213

Type

Pipeline
Unified

Ours

Rest15

Methods

Rest16

Pre

Rec

F1

Pre

Rec

F1

HGCN-BERT + BERT-Linear
HGCN-BERT + BERT-TFM
TASO-BERT-Linear
TASO-BERT-CRF
GAS

24.43
25.55
41.86
44.24
45.31

20.25
22.01
26.50
28.66
46.70

22.15
23.65
32.46
34.78
45.98

25.36
27.40
49.73
48.65
54.54

24.03
26.41
40.70
39.68
57.62

24.68
26.90
44.77
43.71
56.04

PARAPHRASE
w/o sentiment polarity semantics
w/o aspect category semantics
w/o polarity & category semantics

46.16
45.30
44.65
43.46

47.72
46.87
46.59
45.19

46.93
46.07
45.60
44.30

56.63
56.56
56.27
56.04

59.30
58.82
58.38
57.53

57.93
57.67
57.31
56.77

Table 2: Main results of the ASQP task and ablations on label semantics for the proposed method. The best and
second best results are in bold and underlined respectively. Scores are averaged over 5 runs with different seeds.

the aspect category and opinion term are matched
in the same quad.
Every sample is annotated by two human annotators and the conflict cases would be checked.
Finally, we obtain two datasets, namely Rest15
and Rest16, where each data instance contains a
review sentence with one or multiple sentiment
quads. We further split 20% of the data from the
training set as the validation set. The statistics is
summarized in Table 1.
Evaluation Metrics We employ F1 scores as the
main evaluation metrics. A sentiment quad prediction is counted as correct if and only if all the
predicted elements are exactly the same as the gold
labels. We also report the precision (Pre) and
recall (Rec) scores for the ASQP task.
Experiment Details The averaged scores over
five runs with different random seed initialization
are reported. We adopt the T5-BASE (Raffel et al.,
2020) as the pretrained generative model described
in Sec 3.3, which adopts a classical Transformer
encoder-decoder network architecture. Regarding
the training, we use a batch size of 16 and learning
rate being 3e-4. The number of training epochs is
20 for all experiments. During the inference, we
utilize greedy decoding for generating the output
sequence. We also experiment with beam search
decoding with the number of beams being 3, 5, and
8 respectively, all leading to similar performance
with the greedy decoding. Therefore, greedy decoding is used for simplicity.

• Pipeline model: we cascade models in a pipeline
manner for the quad prediction: HGCN (Cai
et al., 2020) for jointly detecting the aspect category and sentiment polarity, followed by a BERTbased model extracting the aspect and opinion
term (Li et al., 2019b), given the predicted aspect
category and sentiment. The latter one can be either equipped with a linear layer (BERT-Linear)
or a transformer block (BERT-TFM) on top.
• Unified model: we first modify TAS (Wan et al.,
2020), a state-of-the-art unified model to extract
(c, a, p) triplet, for tackling the ASQP task. TAS
expands each original data sample into multiple
samples, each with a specific aspect category
and sentiment polarity pair, to solve the task in
an end-to-end manner. We change its tagging
schema to predict aspect and opinion term simultaneously for constructing a unified model to predict the quad, denoted as TASO (TAS with Opinion). There are two variants in terms of the prediction layer: either using a linear classification
layer (TASO-Linear) or the CRF layer (TASOCRF). We also consider a generation-type baseline GAS, originally proposed in (Zhang et al.,
2021), we modify it to directly treat the sentiment quads sequence as the target for learning
the generation model. It uses the same pretrained
model as ours.

5
5.1

Results and Discussions
Main Results

The result for the ASQP task is reported in Table 2.
There are some notable observations: Firstly, the
Baselines Since the ASQP task has not been ex- performance of the pipeline methods is far from
plored previously, we construct two types of base- satisfactory. Although both adopting BERT as the
lines to compare with our PARAPHRASE method:
backbone, the unified methods (e.g., TASO-BERT9214

Linear) perform much better than the pipeline ones
(e.g., HGCN-BERT + BERT-Linear). This verifies
our assumption that the pipeline solutions tend to
accumulate errors from the sub-task models and
finally affect the performance of the final quad
prediction. Secondly, among the unified methods,
GAS outperforms two variants of TASO by a large
margin, showing the effectiveness of the sequenceto-sequence modeling for the ASQP task. Besides,
to solve the task in a unified manner, TASO expands the dataset to |Vc | × |Vp | times the original
size, leading to large computation costs and training time. Thirdly, we can see that our proposed
method, PARAPHRASE modeling achieves the best
performance on all metrics across two datasets. Our
method tackles the ASQP problem in an end-to-end
manner, alleviating the possible error propagation
in the pipeline solutions. Moreover, compared with
the GAS method using the same pre-trained model,
our PARAPHRASE also achieves superior results,
suggesting that constructing target sequence in the
natural language form is a better way for utilizing the knowledge from the pre-trained generative
model, thus leading to better performance.

ble 2. We can see that discarding the semantics of
either element leads to a performance drop, and the
drop becomes larger after discarding both of them.
Comparing the ablations on the sentiment polarity
and aspect category, the model suffers more when
the aspect category is projected to an indexed symbol. The possible reason is that there are only three
types of sentiment polarities, which is much less
than the number of types for the aspect category.
Therefore, it can be easier for the model to learn
the mapping between the special symbols and the
polarity type during the training.

5.2

5.3

Effect of Label Semantics

L14

R14

R15

R16

CMLA+ (Wang et al., 2017)
Li-unified-R (Li et al., 2019a)
P-pipeline (Peng et al., 2020)
Jet+BERT (Xu et al., 2020)
GTS+BERT (Wu et al., 2020)
Two-Stage (Huang et al., 2021)

33.16
42.34
42.87
51.04
55.21
58.58

42.79
51.00
51.46
62.40
64.81
68.16

37.01
47.82
52.32
57.53
54.88
58.59

41.72
44.31
54.21
63.83
66.08
67.52

GAS (Zhang et al., 2021)
PARAPHRASE

58.19
61.13

70.52
72.03

60.23
62.56

69.05
71.70

Table 3: Results of the ASTE task compared with previous state-of-the-art models. F1 scores are reported.

Results on ASTE and TASD Tasks

As described in Sec 3.4, the proposed PARA PHRASE modeling provides a unified framework
to tackle the ABSA problem, we thus test it on
the ASTE and TASD tasks, and compare with the
previous state-of-the-art methods for each task.
For the ASTE task, we utilize the dataset provided by Xu et al. (2020). We adopt two types
of baselines: 1) pipeline-based methods including CMLA+ (Wang et al., 2017), Li-unified-R (Li
et al., 2019a), Peng-pipeline (Peng et al., 2020)
which firstly extract aspect and opinion terms separately, then conduct the pairing; Two-stage (Huang
et al., 2021) which proposes a two-stage method to
enhance the correlation between aspects and opinions; and 2) end-to-end models including GTS (Wu
et al., 2020) and Jet (Xu et al., 2020), both designing unified tagging schemes in order to solve the
task in an end-to-end fashion.
For the TASD task, we adopt the dataset prepared by Wan et al. (2020). We compare with
a pipeline-type baseline method Baseline-1-f_lex
(Brun and Nikoulina, 2018), two BERT based models including TAS-CRF and TAS-TO (Wan et al.,
2020), and a recent model MEJD (Wu et al., 2021)
3
which utilizes a graph structure to model the depenThe mapping relation between the category and their indexes is pre-defined based on the entire dataset.
dency among the sentiment elements.
9215

Different from previous classification-type methods for tackling ABSA problem, our PARAPHRASE
modeling can take advantage of the semantics of
the sentiment elements by generating the natural
language labels. We conduct ablation studies to
further investigate the impact of the label semantics. Specifically, instead of mapping the label to
the natural language form with the projection functions introduced in Sec 3.2, we map each label to a
special symbol, similar as the number index in the
classification-type models, for representing each
label class. We consider three cases: (1) w/o sentiment polarity semantics: Pp (pi ) = SPi where
pi is a sentiment polarity, i denotes the index. For
example, we map the positive class as SP1; (2) w/o
aspect category semantics: Pc (cj ) = ACj where
we project the aspect category cj to a symbol with
its index j 3 . For instance, the aspect category “food
quality” will be mapped to AC3; (3) w/o polarity
& category semantics: it considers the above two
cases where both the meaning of aspect category
and the sentiment polarity are removed.
The results are presented in the lower part in Ta-

Example-1
Sentence: Average to good Thai food, but terrible delivery.
Gold Label: (food quality, Thai food, POS, Average to good), (service general, delivery,
NEG, terrible)
Prediction: (food quality, Thai food, NEG, Average) ✗, (service general, delivery, NEG,
terrible) ✔
Example-2
Sentence: I went there for lunch and it was not as good as I expected from the reviews
I read.
Gold Label: (food quality, lunch, NEG, not as good as I expected)
Prediction: (food quality, lunch, NEG, not as good as I thought) ✗

(a) Number of quads w.r.t. the mistake type.

(b) Examples containing the input sentence, gold label and predicted quads.

Figure 3: Error analysis and case study.
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Rest16

Brun and Nikoulina (2018)
TAS-CRF (Wan et al., 2020)
TAS-TO (Wan et al., 2020)
MEJD (Wu et al., 2021)

57.51
58.09
57.76

38.10
65.89
65.44
67.66

GAS
PARAPHRASE

60.63
63.06

68.31
71.97

Table 4: Results of the TASD task compared with previous state-of-the-art models. F1 scores are reported.

The results for the ASTE and TASD tasks are
shown in the Table 3 and 4 respectively. We also
report the performance of the GAS method for
comparison. We observe that the proposed PARA PHRASE method consistently outperforms the previous state-of-the-art models across all datasets in
two tasks, showing the effectiveness of converting
various ABSA tasks into a paraphrase generation
problem. More importantly, by transforming the
problem into a unified S2S task, we alleviate extensive task-specific model designs. Unlike previous
studies with different network architectures for different tasks, we use the same framework for solving
the ASQP, ASTE, and TASD tasks, indicating the
great generality of the PARAPHRASE method.
5.4

Error Analysis and Case Study

when predicting the opinion term. Different from
the aspect term, opinion term is typically not a
single word, but a text span. We find that the model
often struggles to detect the exact same span as the
ground-truths, as shown in the Example-1 in Figure
3b. For the aspect category, the model is often
confused by semantically similar aspect categories
such as “food quality” and “food style options”. For
the sentiment polarity, the most common mistake
is made by the confusion between “positive” and
“neutral” classes, possibly due to the imbalanced
label distribution in the dataset.
Moreover, we compute the amount of predicted
quads whose sentiment elements do not belong to
the corresponding vocabulary set, due to the nature of the generation modeling since it does not
perform “extraction” in the given sentence. For instance, a predicted aspect category does not belong
to the defined aspect category set Vc . As shown
in the generation column in Figure 3a, this error type in fact accounts for only a small portion
in total. Example-2 presents a case for such error
where the model changes the word “expected” in
the original sentence to “thought” when predicting
the opinion term. Although this might be similar to
human readers, this prediction is judged as incorrect since we use the exact match for the evaluation.
Nevertheless, contrary to the possible perception
that the generation type method might generate unbounded contents which can be difficult to recover
sentiment quads or provide meaningless outputs,
the predictions from the proposed method actually
suffer little from the generation error.

To better understand the behaviour of the proposed
method, especially in which cases it would fail, we
conduct error analysis and case study in this section.
We sample 100 sentences in the development set of
each dataset and employ the trained model to make
the predictions. Then we check the incorrect quad
5.5 ABSA Cross-task Transfer
predictions and categorize their error types.
We first analyze which type of sentiment element
With the PARAPHRASE modeling, different ABSA
in the sentiment quad is the most difficult for the
tasks can be tackled in a similar manner, enabling
model to predict and present the results in Figure
the knowledge learned from related tasks to be eas3a. In both datasets, the most common mistake is
ily transferred to the target task. In our case, ASTE
9216

characteristics of the proposed method.
We can notice that ASQP remains a challenging problem and worth further exploring. We look
forward future work could propose better methods to tackle such a difficult ABSA task for fully
revealing the aspect-level opinion information.

Figure 4: Cross-task transfer results. F1 scores on
two datasets are shown with respect to the ratio of the
ASQP data under three settings.

and TASD are regarded as two sub-tasks to transfer the knowledge for handling ASQP. Here we
consider two common situations where we might
have adequate ASTE/TASD data for transfer (“Adequate transfer”) or we only have a small amount
of ASTE/TASD data (“Scanty transfer”). In the
experiment, we utilize 500/100 ASTE and TASD
data samples for these two settings respectively.
We vary the ratio of the ASQP data to simulate
different scales of low-resource settings and report
the results under two transfer situations in Figure 4.
We also show the performance if we only train the
model with the ASQP task, without any help from
the knowledge transfer (“Train from scratch”).
As can be observed in the figure, utilizing the
knowledge learned from two triplet detection tasks
can greatly benefit the concerned sentiment quad
prediction. For instance, with adequate annotated
data of ASTE and TASD, using 5% of the ASQP
data can lead to competitive performance compared
with purely training with 50% ASQP data. Even
with a scanty amount of data from related tasks to
transfer, the model can still perform much better
than purely trained on the sentiment quad data,
especially under the low-resource setting.

6

Conclusions
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